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16 November 2017

Chief Executive Officer 

City of Fremantle 

PO Box 807 

Fremantle WA 6959

Attention: Justin Lawrence

Dear Justin,

NO. 29 LEIGHTON BEACH BOULEVARD, NORTH FREMANTLE - DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION FOR 

CHANGE OF USE

TPG + Place Match, on behalf of Mirvac, is pleased to enclose this application seeking approval for a change 
of use for one of the ground floor tenancies facing Leighton Beach Boulevard to allow for a small bar and 

caf /deli to operate at No. 29 Leighton Beach Boulevard, North Fremantle (the subject site). 

In accordance with the City of Fremantle’s requirements for minor development applications please find 

enclosed:

. A completed and signed ’Application for Development Approval’ form: 

. A current copy of the Certificate of Title; 

. Four (4) sets of the development plans, including three (3) copies at scale; 

. Two (2) electronic copies of all submitted plans and documentation; and 

. A cheque payable to the City of Fremantle for $295. 

Subject Site 

The subject site is described as No. 29 Leighton Beach Boulevard, North Fremantle, and is located within 

the City of Fremantle local government area. 

The site has a total land area of 1l,180m2, and maintains an 86.59 metre frontage to Leighton Beach 

Boulevard to the west and a 101.45 metre frontage to Freeman Loop. 

The Certificate of Title details for the subject site are summarised in the following table. A copy of the 

Certificate of Title is enclosed.

Proposed Development 

This application proposes a change of use to allow for the operation of a small bar and caf /deli at the 

ground level facing Leighton Beach Boulevard and Freeman Loop. The proposal will involve the 

amalgamation of the two tenancies. The small bar will be operating between 5pm and 12pm and will cater 

for 75 patrons. The caf /deli will cater for locals wanting to buy pre-prepared meals to take home and will
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provide coffee/tea/drinks and pre-prepared meals for sit down clients (up to 75 patrons at anyone time) 

and takeaways during the hours of operation, which will be 6:30am to 6:30pm. The operation will be 

catered for by eight staff members during summer and five staff members during winter. The development 
also provides two bathrooms, one female and one male and a disabled bathroom, one staff bathroom is 

also proposed. The two tenancies subject to this application, as per the previous planning approvals, have 

access to two car parking abys and two storerooms. Though the proposed operations are unique with two 

district uses operating from one tenancy, the land use definitions under LPS4 that allow for the total 

operation would be a Small Bar. 

Refer to Appendix B - Development Plans 

Planning Discussion/Assessment 

Metropolitan Region Scheme 

The site is zoned ’Urban’ under the provisions of the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS). which is 

appropriate to the nature of the proposed development. The site abuts the Curtin Avenue ’Primary 

Regional Roads’ reserve to the east and land reserved for ’Parks and Recreation’, associated with Leighton 
Beach foreshore reserve, to the west. 

City of Fremantle Local Planning Scheme NO.4 

The site is zoned ’Development’ in the City of Fremantle Local Planning Scheme NO.4 (LPS4) and is subject 
to ’Development Area 5 - Leighton Marshalling Yards’ and ’Development Plan IT. 

LPS4 states "The purpose of the Development Zone is to provide for future residential, industrial, commercial 

or other uses in accordance with a comprehensive structure plan or detailed area plan prepared in 

accordance with the provisions of the Scheme". The Leighton Development Area Structure Plan was 

prepared for the site and is contained within Development Plan 17. 

Car parking 

LPS4 sets out the car parking requirements for the site. The car parking requirement for a small bar use is 

not listed under Table 2 of LPS4, therefore it is up to the City to determine the appropriate requirement. As 

a basis for assessing the car parking the public bar area of a hotel would be similar to a small bar. This 

requirement is one bay for every 2.5m2. For the proposed development, the bar area for the total tenancy 
would be based on an area of 7l.7m2, which relates to 28.68 car parking bays. It should be noted that during 
the day the operations is more akin to a restaurant use under LPS4 which will reduce the car parking 

requirement during the day (which is the busiest time) to 14.34 bays. It should be noted that the small bar 

as per the liquor licence that would be obtained would only operate out of part of the tenancy, which 

reduces the floor area to 33.7m2, which would reduce parking to 13.48 bays. Taking this into account the 

car parking required for the actual use of the site would be at most 15 bays. 

The intent of the caf /deli, being only pre-prepared meals that would be takeaway friendly is that the 

clientele would be beachgoers that have already parked for that purpose or the local residents that would 

like a pre-prepared meal. As such, the car parking would be reciprocal and would not increase the number 

of people needing to park, as they are already in the area. In addition to this, the location is within walking 
distance of a train station. The actual small bar operation will occur after the busy period and therefore 

will not significantly impact the car parking availability in the area. 

Development Plan 17 

The Leighton Development Area Structure Plan (LDASP) and the Detailed Precinct Plan (DPP) are contained 

within DP17. Under the LDASP the site is within the commercial and residential precinct and under the DPP 

the site is within the DP3A and DP3B precinct. 

The building subject to this application is within the DP3A area. The preferred uses are listed as; Multiple 

Dwelling, Restaurant, Shop and Office. Although the development will have different functions during the 

day and night, the best suited land use as perthe definitions of LPS4 would be a ’Small Bar’ which is defined 

as "means premises licensed as a small bar under the Liquor Control Act 1988 and used to sell liquor for
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consumption on the premises, but not including the sale of packaged liquor and with the number of persons 
who may be on the licensed premises limited to a maximum of 120. 

" 

A small bar is very closely aligned with a restaurant use which is a preferred use for the site and therefore is 
considered appropriate. 

DP17 states "Development applications for and uses not categorised as preferred or potential uses may be 

considered at the discretion of Council based on the merits of each application. 
" 

The proposed change of use does not significantly change the operations of the approved development, 
as it still provides an activated use at the ground level that will provide amenity and street appeal along 
Leighton Beach Boulevard and Freeman Loop, both during the day and night. 

City of Fremantle Local Planning Policies 

The City of Fremantle has adopted a number of Local Planning Policies relevant to development on the 

subject site. However, it is noted that a Local Planning Policy is not part of the Scheme and therefore does 

not bind the Council in respect of any application for planning approval and, where a provision of a Local 

Planning Policy is inconsistent with the Scheme, the Scheme prevails. Therefore, where inconsistencies 
exist between the below policies and the above framework under LPS4, the provisions of LPS4 would 

prevail. The Council is also able to vary the requirements of the below policies providing due regard is given 
the to the objectives of the policy. 

The following Local Planning Policies are applicable to the proposed development. 

Leighton Development Area - Design Guidelines 

The Leighton Development Area Design Guidelines (the guidelines) were prepared to ensure that 

development with the Leighton Development Area (LOA) is consistent with the vision for the area. 

The stated vision for the LOA under the guidelines is as follows: 

"The vision for the Leighton Development Area is an accessible village of contemporary design, 
with high quality landscape and buildings that address the streets and parks. The village will 

consist predominantly of residential use to accommodate at least 1000 people (the land is coded 

R-IC), retail/commercial use, and Public Open Space. Housing diversity and a range of prices for 

dwellings are elements required to support a lively social mix. Building heights are limited to three 
and five storeys to preserve key westward vistas from North Fremantle. A contemporary coastal 

aesthetic for the village that is informed by the context of the beach, North Fremantle, the port, 
and local industry is essential." 

The Design Guidelines further state that it is the developer’s responsibility to "create a distinct coastal and 

community-orientated experience - one that contributes to the vibrancy of this special coastal place". 

In addition, the Design Guidelines prescribe the following objectives for the LOA: 

. To establish a vibrant and attractive mixed use development that incorporates medium to high 
density residential and commercial development; 

. To promote housing choice by providing a range of apartment types and sizes, a range of prices 
including options for a public housing component; 

. To achieve a sustainable urban village with at least 1000 residents within the development to 

support commercial uses and generate a vibrant atmosphere; 
. To promote commercial uses that serve local residents and beach users; 

. To achieve transit orientated development on the site consistent with State Government planning 

policy that supports ridership from the North Fremantle railway station and the metropolitan rail 

network; 

. To achieve a financial return that will fund the construction of the North Quay rail loop and the 

rehabilitation of the 13ha balance of the Leighton Marshalling Yards; 
. To ensure that 25% of the site is dedicated to public spaces including public open space and access; 
. To provide a high level of pedestrian and cyclist amenity;
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. To maximise ocean views from the site and maintain significant vistas and view corridors to the 

ocean from the existing North Fremantle area; 
. To facilitate direct and improved access from the North Fremantle railway station to the beach; 
. To protect the regional road system including the removal of Port Beach Road and the construction 

of Curtin Avenue; 

. To maintain linkages between existing development in North Fremantle and the new community; 

. To minimise any conflicts between site development and surrounding land uses including the 

industrial and port activities to the south and the railway line to the east; 
. To promote a visually interesting built form that achieves a balance between the need to achieve a 

sustainable development outcome and the desires of the local community; and 

. To facilitate development consistent with the Leighton Regional Guidelines. 

The proposed change of use still allows the development to meet the above objectives and the vision for 

the area. The provision of a daytime cafe/deli offering and a night time small bar offering will provide 
activation along the street and amenity to the locals and beachgoers. Overall, the proposal will assist in 

creating an active and vibrant streetscape. Given this, the proposed change of use is considered 

appropriate for the location and can be approved. 

Summary and Conclusion 

The principles of orderly and proper planning require that new development is a logical and efficient 

extension of existing development in the locality and consistent with the planning vision for the area. The 

key points regarding the proposed development are as follows: 

. The proposed development represents a logical and efficient extension of existing development 
in the locality, providing for activity in an area of high amenity and with excellent access to existing 

public transport services; 

. The proposed use of the site is in-line with the objectives and vision for the Development Area; 
and 

. The proposed change of use will add amenity to the western boundary of the site and will assist 

in providing an attractive environment for residents and visitors to enjoy. 

On the basis of the above, the proposed application for a change of use is consistent with the principles of 

orderly and proper planning, and constitutes an appropriate and desirable use for the subject site. 

We trust the information provided will assist the City in assessing the proposed change of use, and we look 

forward to the City’s favourable consideration of this application. Should you have any queries or require 
clarification on any of the matters presented herein please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned on 

(08) 92898300.

Yours sincerely 
TPG + PLACE MATCH

David Caddy 
Senior Director

~
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STRATA PLAN 

69777

HELD BY LANDGA TE IN DIGITAL FORMAT ONLY

S~ET OF SHEETS

BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN 

AS TO THIS SHEET O~ Y: 

THE BOUNDARIES OF THE LOTS OR PARTS OF THE LOTS WHICH 

ARE BLALDINGS SHOWN ~ THE STRATA PLAN ARE THE INNER 

SURFACES OF THE WALLS, THE UPPER SURFACE OF THE FLOOR AND 

THE UNDER SURFACE OF T~ CEILING, AS PROVIDED BY 

SECTIOO 3<2I1a) OF TI-E STRATA TITLES ACT 1985.

THE STRATUM OF THE CARBAYS EXTENDS FROM THE UPPER SURFACE 

OF THEIR FLOOR TO THE ~DER SlJlF ACE OF TI-EIR CEILING. 

ALL STRUCTUAL CUBIC SPACE AND WALLS EXTERNAL TO THE BUW~ 

ARE C!H1~ PROPERTY. 

ALL (lMENSIONS FROM BUIL(l~S ARE FROM EXTERNAL FACE OF 

WALLS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 

ALL ANGLES ON THE PLAN ARE MULTIPLES OF 450 UNLESS DEFINED 

BY STRUCTURES, PARCa BO~DARlES OR OTHERWISE STATED.
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